
4 bedroom Villa for sale in Estepona, Málaga

Welcome to The Heights, an exquisite collection of 11 luxury villas located in a complete residential complex
surrounded by golf course and golf club. These extraordinary experiences are found in a privileged location, offering a
privileged position at the newly established La Resina golf course.

This villa is built in Medina, so it has infinite personalization options.

The meticulous design of each villa combines impeccable contemporary architecture with elegant and modern
interiors, creating a fusion of sophistication and comfort. The designs are suitable and the intelligent use of the space
guarantees smooth sailing without problems in all lives, providing an optimal life experience.

Prepared to keep the impressive views of the Mediterranean sea and the golf course, which can be enjoyed from the
elevated position of each villa and the crystal-clear fachadas. Although it is relaxing in the interior or delighting with
the beauty of the open-air spaces, the impressive vistas are never surprising.

The interior-exterior life concept is abraza de verdad in The Heights. The villas are carefully designed to maximize
natural light, ensuring that every time the property is rinsed in a warm and welcoming light. From the elegantly
decorated interiors, you can pass without effort on the vast exterior terraces, merging without problems with the
limits between the interior and the exterior.

Salga las magníficas terrazas y sumérjase en el splendor del entorno. You just want a quiet place to have a coffee at
home, a space to entertain your guests or simply a place to relax and enjoy the ground, the immense outdoor terraces
are perfect for all of us.

The Heights offers a truly exceptional life experience, with elegance and comfort that is effortless. Summarize in the
epitome of the life of lujo and enjoy the beauty that rodea.

Contact us to discover more of The Heights and experience the epitome of a sophisticated life.

  4 bedrooms   4 bathrooms   535m² Build size
  Swimming Pool   aire acondicionado   armarios empotrados
  cocina equipada   edificio con garaje   exterior
  jardín   piscina   terraza
  vistas al mar

1,895,000€
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